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Abstract- In present day computerized documents study is very basic required more, much significant, expansive measure of records in regards to data typically need to be explore. Much in regards to the outcomes inside those individuals’ data comprises of unstructured data, where examination by method for PC analyzers is hard to be performed. Inside this information, aware sorts of examination typically are in regards to great attention. Proposed work gives a strategy of content summarization with clustering algorithms to have the capacity to perform on forensic assessment with respect to PCs captured inside police inquiry. In proposed work deal is to actualize a clustering algorithm like K-means and Complete Link. Dataset is a real world datasets got from individual PCs captured inside genuine inquiry. Past studies demonstrate that the complete Link apart K-means algorithm provide best results in our application area. Proposed work designs one new method i.e. data merging technique, for better result. Our framework makes especially well gathering of archives and state summarize of that archives information extremely well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is nothing but classification of objects of different groups, the partitioning of the data set into small clusters, so that the data in each of the subset (ideally) share common trait often proximity according to some defined similarity measured. Data clustering is used for data analysis that can be used in many fields, which includes data mining, image analysis and bioinformatics. Document clustering in a group an unsupervised way, a given document of small set into clusters such as documents within each cluster are more similar to each other than those in different clusters. such as efficient organization, browsing and summarization of large text documents. Cluster analysis is to organize a collection of different patterns into clusters based on similarity. Clustering has many fields, such as mathematics, computer science, biology, and economics. There are different for which clusters can be formed. Hierarchical clustering is the most and strictly straightforward methods. At successive steps, similar clusters are elaborate. To form the clusters using hierarchical cluster analysis, you must select:

- A criterion for determining similarity between cases
- A criterion for determining which clusters are merged at successful steps

The number of clusters to represent your data. The large amount of information has a direct effect in Computer Forensics investigation, which can be for the most part characterized as the revision that affiliations components of principle and software engineering to assemble and study information after the PC frameworks as it were that is suitable as sign in a court of law. In our particular application space, it as a rule incorporates inspecting a huge number of files every PC. This activity beats the specialist's capacity of investigation and illumination of information.

In this paper suggested summarization technique which takes document cluster as input from clustering algorithm. This strategy is give great information of every group in couple of huge sentences. Algorithm for grouping records can facilitate the revelation of new and helpful data from the archives underneath examination. It additionally expected to condense grouped archives that will give an
outline of those grouped archives which can be used for further examination. To present a system that put on document clustering algorithms to forensic analysis of computer detained in police inquiry. Here we use forensic record for analysis and generate summary but user use any type of data and generate summary.

Restrictions of Current System

- Each clustering algorithm sets aside distinctive time for clustering methodology.
- The exactness of the record clustering is low
- The execution of the framework is low
- Current framework just produce groups of record,
- It doesn't give what report about..

In proposed work, utilization of two clustering algorithm for record bunching is performed. Work additionally used keywords consolidating method on result gets from clustering algorithm. After this, we produce short outline. Following are the steps -

- Initially PC analyst enters the information.
- Preprocessing of the information is finished.
- Different clustering algorithm is utilized for better result.
- Merging method is connected on the clustering information.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Clustering algorithms are studied for decades, and the literature on this subject is big as compared to others. Therefore, we decided to choose a set of representative algorithm in order to show the potential of the proposed approach, as: the partition K-means and K-medoids, The hierarchical Single/Complete/Average Link, and these cluster ensemble algorithm called as CSPA. These algorithms were run with the different combinations of their different parameters, resulting in different algorithmic instantiations. Thus, it is contribution of our work, to compare their relative performances on studied application domain using five real-world investigations conducted by the Brazilian Federal Police Department. In order to make this comparative analysis for the algorithms more realistic, two relative validity indexes have been used to the number of clusters automatically from data sets.

The measure importance for computational methods for the forensic investigation service that was revealed by the research community in the late nineties but the growing number of articles related to these domains in the last years especially due to the emergence of concept of computational forensic. The computational methods enable the forensic practitioner for analyzing and identify traces in an objective and reproducible manner, to standardize the investigative procedures, to search large volumes of the data efficiently, for assist in the interpretation of results and their argumentation, to reveal previously unknown different patterns, to derive new rules, and to contribute the generation of new knowledge.

Stop words are frequently occurs, unimportant words that appear in the documents. Stop words Lists and stemming algorithms are of two commonly used information retrieval techniques for the
preparing text document. Standard Stop words List can be Porter stemming algorithm that are used for preprocess the documents to get clean documents. The weighting methods has provided a solution to decrease the negative effect of the words, almost all document clustering algorithms including algorithm prefer to consider these words for new stop words, and ignore them in their document similarity measure. In that document similarity measure, the term of a word is replaced from the term of a node in the suffix tree and a new definition stop node is introduce, which can be applies the same idea of stop words in the suffix tree to measure computation. If the data consist of similarities, it can be consider the similarity between one cluster and another cluster that are equal to the greatest similarity from any member of one of the cluster to any member of the other cluster. Consider the distance between one cluster and another cluster to be equal to the greatest distance from any member of one cluster to that of member of the other form of cluster.

In average linkage clustering, consider the distance between one cluster and another different cluster to be equal to the average distance. This kind of hierarchical clustering is called agglomerative because it can merges clusters iteratively. There is also a divisive that hierarchical clustering which does the reverse by starting with all objects in one of the cluster and subdividing them into the smaller pieces. Divisive methods are not generally available, and rarely have been applied to the clustering.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Performing papers clustering criteria for document group of Forensic Research. Recommend work contains keyword integration means for summarization strategy. The main objective for using this strategy is to enhance precision and relevance of conclusion and provides details in brief of cluster documents.

A. Aim of Project

As existing an approach that gives documents clustering algorithm for forensic analysis of computers seized in the police examinations. To delineate the proposed technique by carrying out extensive experimentation with extra ordinary grouping algorithms K-mean and Complete Link connected to datasets acquired from computer seized in the real world examinations. The Objectives are:

1. Encourage the expose of new and helpful knowledge from the documents in investigation.
2. Obtain the documents group to forensic investigation of computer seized in police examinations.
3. Different clustering algorithm is used for better result.
4. Merging technique is applied on the clustering data.
5. Gives good summary

B. Architecture Diagram

Our proposed system work as follows:
1) Input Documents: Here forensic analysis related documents are used.
2) Pre Work: Clustering algorithms are used for separation of similar documents, it requires some rework includes term detection, stop words removing, stemming, all these for document representation and better accuracy.
3) Clustering algorithm: k mean and complete hierarchical algorithm are used for clustering documents.
4) Document separated in clusters: output algorithm is getting and all clustered documents are store somewhere for further process.
5) Select cluster for summary: User select one of the clusters from previous generated clusters for generation of summary.
6) Keywords merging based Text summarization
   - Extract keywords from every doc and merge: In this stage important keywords are catches from each one of documents and entire this process merges all keywords as single list.
   - Summarizer Algorithm: Important sentences are gathering.

Features of Project
1) Requires less time consuming.
2) Memory consumption is also less.
3) Performs the Merging process on output of clustering algorithm which gives better result.
4) Good overview of each grouped document very well.

C. Algorithm

Algorithm 1 for Complete link Algorithm

Input: Multiple documents.
Output: Clusters of similar documents.

1: Calculate the distance matrix between the input data points i.e. between documents.
2: Let each data point be a cluster
3: Repeat
4: Merge the two closest clusters,
5: Update the distance matrix with max value,
6: Until only a single cluster remains or dendrogram cutting condition satisfy.

Algorithm 2 for K mean Algorithm:

Input: K: the number of clusters
D: a data set containing n objects
Output: A set of k clusters which contain documents.

1: Arbitrary choose k documents from D as in initial cluster centers.
2: Repeat
3: Find similarity distance from centroids to documents.
4: Reassign each object to the most similar cluster based on the mean value of the objects in the cluster
5: Update the cluster means
6: Do 3, 4, and 5 until no change.

K-means is an important algorithm that portion characteristic vectors into k clusters so that the inside gathering total of squares is minimized. K-means clustering is used for vector quantization initially from sign transforming that is normal for cluster investigation in information mining.

Algorithm 3 for Merging Based Summarization technique:

Input: selected cluster documents, merge keywords list.
Output: A relevant summary sentences from all documents.

It is much smaller set of sentences than the input sentences.

Summarizer(c, k)
1: do while K size not equal to zero do
2: Rate all sentences in cluster C by key concepts K
3: Select sentence s with highest score and add to final summary SM
4: Remove all key concepts which are present in s from keyset K
5: Repeat process
6: Return summary.

Clustering algorithm separate all the document under different clusters according to its similarity. From each cluster document, find out important keywords. Merge all important keywords of all documents in single list.

D. Mathematical Model

1) Document similarity

\[
\text{Sim}(d_1, d_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} d_{1i}d_{2i}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(d_{1i})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(d_{2i})^2}}
\]

Where,
d1 and d2 are two document vectors.

2) Term Frequency (TF):
In this model, each entry of a term vector denotes the term weight (normalized term frequency to prevent a bias toward longer sentences and to give a measure of the importance of the term ti within the particular sentences). Thus the term frequency defined as follows:

\[
\text{tf}_{ij} = \frac{n_{ij}}{\sum_k n_{ij}}
\]

Where,
n_{ij} is the number of occurrences of term ti in sentence sj,
\(\sum_k n_{ij}\) is the sum of number of occurrences of all the terms in sentence sj.

3) Complete Linkage:
In complete linkage the dissimilarity between A, B is the largest dissimilarity between two points in opposite groups:

\[
D_{\text{complete}}(A, B) = \{D(a, b); a \in A; b \in B\}
\]

Hierarchical complete link algorithm gives improved result in our area. Produced clusters are used for next summary generation. Our Cluster summarization technique is give very goodsummary of each cluster. From that summary of specific cluster, overview of that cluster can easily understand. For comparison between k mean and complete link algorithm this paper use
entropy and f measure values. The result shows that Complete link algorithm provides good quality of results corresponding to k-mean. But k-mean algorithm performs good as compared on time base.

Table 1 shows predicted performance of proposed system based on F measure which consider both precision and recall value. And overall result shows that proposed system is better sentence summarization system.

**TABLE I. F MEASURE OF K-MEAN AND COMPLETE LINK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of documents</th>
<th>K mean F measure</th>
<th>Complete link F measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F measure is actually test the accuracy, f score is harmonic mean of precision and recall.

Graphical representation

**Fig.2: f measure comparison of k-mean and Complete link**

Table 2 shows comparison between k mean and Complete link algorithm by using entropy value. Low entropy value of system shows better performance of system.

**TABLE II. ENTROPY OF K-MEAN AND COMPLETE LINK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of documents</th>
<th>K mean F measure</th>
<th>Complete link F measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Entropy is a measure of unpredictability of information content.

**Fig.3 : Entropy comparison of k-mean and complete link**

This implies that as per the results acquired when surveying the client fulfillment, summary produced with included applicable data as to the content of the article. Thus finally predicted result shows that resultant summary of proposed system is gives better summary.
In this graph the accuracy of the system is calculated graph. The accuracy of clusters is also displayed.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper an approach applies document clustering method to forensic databases. The methodology and the algorithms used are easily implementable in most data analysis environments. According to the study, hierarchical algorithms referred as Complete Link presented the good results. Here Hierarchical clustering provide very informative descriptions and visualization capabilities that data clustering structures. The partitioned K-means algorithms also achieved accomplishment when properly initialized. In proposed system merging keyword based summarization technique extract important sentences from each cluster and give short but important information about each clustered documents. The clustering algorithms tend to induce clusters formed by relevant or irrelevant documents. In this proposed model, selecting different dimensional space and frequency levels leads to different accuracy rate in the clustering results. How to extract the features reasonably will be investigated in the future works.
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